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An all-women team of smartphone-
toting, low-caste reporters who
chronicle Indiaʼs hardscrabble

heartland may give the cinema-mad
country its first Oscar-winning film, after
their own story became a critically lauded
documentary. The journalists of “Khabar
Lahariya” (Waves of News) have built a
huge following across Uttar Pradesh, a
northern state with more people than
Brazil, covering a beat that runs from cow
thefts to sexual violence and corruption.

They have earned the respect of their
village communities by covering local sto-
ries often overlooked by Indiaʼs estab-
lished media outlets, but only after a
relentless battle to be taken seriously by
authorities-and even their own families.
“Just stepping outside the household was
a big challenge... I had to fight many bat-
tles,” reporter Geeta Devi told AFP.

“Even my father was dead against me.
He said, ʻYou canʼt do this work, this is not
something that women are supposed to
do.ʼ” As with her colleagues, Devi is a
member of the Dalit community, the low-
est rung in Indiaʼs rigid caste system and
the victims of an entrenched culture of
prejudice and humiliation. In Banda, a
riverside town a few hoursʼ drive from the
Taj Mahal, Devi interviewed a woman ren-
dered destitute after she was abandoned
by her husband.

But as word got around that a Khabar
Lahariya reporter was nearby, others

approached her to implore coverage of
their own woes-municipal neglect leading
to a lack of clean drinking water and dirty,
overflowing drains. Some women took her
aside to privately share their stories as
victims of sexual harassment and vio-
lence-issues often hushed up under the
weight of small-town stigma.

Formal discrimination against Dalits
was abolished a long time ago, but they
are still often barred from entering tem-
ples or houses belonging to higher

castes, and remain targets of violence. As
members of a marginalized community
and women in the deeply patriarchal vil-
lages of Indiaʼs Hindi-speaking heartland,
Khabar Lahariyaʼs correspondents have a
unique insight into local affairs, and Devi
says she is proud to be part of a team
working with a “feminist lens”.

ʻWomen who give hopeʼ 
Their endeavours are the subject of

“Writing with Fire”, an Oscar-nominated

documentary that has taken the film festi-
val circuit by storm and already won the
Special Jury Award at Sundance. The fly-
on-the-wall narrative shows dedicated
journalists preparing to transition from
their legacy newspaper operations to digi-
tal production, unbowed by their encoun-
ters with dismissive police and fearsome
local strongmen. “Itʼs a very inspiring sto-
ry. Itʼs a story about women who give
hope,” Rintu Thomas, the filmʼs director,
told AFP at an Academy Awards preview
event in Los Angeles. “I think that is very
strong and powerful, especially in the
world that we are in right now where there
is so much mistrust of the media,” she
added.

India is home to the worldʼs most prolif-
ic film industry and cinema holds a rar-
efied place in national culture, with stars
enjoying almost divine status and people
often queuing to watch the same movie
multiple times. But no Indian-produced
film or documentary has ever won an
Academy Award, despite locally shot for-
eign productions “Gandhi” and “Slumdog
Millionaire” each winning Best Picture in
years past.

ʻWe can achieve anythingʼ
Parts of India have prospered in the

three decades since market reforms
brought a jolting end to decades of scle-
rotic, socialist-inspired central planning.
Khabar Lahariya works in areas left

behind by the economic boom, where life
has barely changed even as new wealth
transforms the countryʼs urban landscape
and culture. Meera Devi, the outletʼs man-
aging editor, says her work is driven by a
passion for giving a voice to those left out
of Indiaʼs success story.

“When I fight for the rights of the
minorities, tribals and other marginalized
sections of society-when these people get
heard and get justice, I feel very good,”
she said. Born in a remote village and
married at 14, Meera had to fight against
the odds to get a college degree. The 35-
year-old joined the media house in 2006,
soon after it began publishing, initially
working on stories of cattle theft and tragic
family disputes before moving on to local
politics.

Her work has sent crooks to jail and
shamed officials into ordering the repair of
rundown roads, as well as charting the
rising tide of Hindu nationalism in the
countryʼs rural hinterlands. “The men here
are not used to seeing powerful women,
especially in a field like journalism. But we
are changing that outlook,” she said. “We
have proved that if women are given the
right opportunities, we can achieve any-
thing. Once you give women the freedom
they deserve, you simply cannot stop
them.”— AFP

World famous ballet dancers from
Russia and Ukraine, Argentina,
Cuba, France and Japan come

together yesterday for a gala to raise
funds for Ukraine and send a message of
peace. “We as artists have talent and we
need to use this talent to say what we
believe in,” Ukraineʼs Ivan Putrov, co-
organiser of the event to be held at the
English National Operaʼs London
Coliseum, told AFP.

“Art has a voice and is the voice that
we use,” said Putrov, who was a principal
dancer with Londonʼs prestigious Royal
Ballet from 2002 to 2010. Putrov and
Romanian ballerina Alina Cojocaru both
trained in Kyiv and decided to mobilize the
world of ballet for this “humanitarian
appeal” in the face of Russiaʼs invasion.

Now, they have united a team of
exceptional dancers to “raise funds that
will save lives,” Putrov said. The message
is not only for the West and those in
Ukraine, but also Russia. “Some
Russians will hear us and will raise their
voice... because whatʼs happening is out-
rageous,” he said. Stars taking the stage
include Russiaʼs Natalia Osipova,
Argentinaʼs Marianela Nunez and Japanʼs
Fumi Kaneko, all from the Royal Ballet,
and Franceʼs Mathieu Ganio from the
Paris Opera.

Ukraineʼs Katja Khaniukova, Spainʼs
Aitor Arrieta and the United Statesʼ Emma
Hawes of the English National Ballet will
also perform on the night. The evening
hopes to raise more than £100,000
($130,000, 120,000 euros) for the
Disasters Emergency Committee (DEC)

UK charity collective which includes the
British Red Cross and is helping victims of
the war. “Is art appropriate in such a horri-
ble circumstance? Of course it is,
because it gives hope, it gives inspiration
to people,” said Putrov.

Loaded with symbolism 
The Ukrainian national anthem will

open the evening, which will close with
“The Triumph of Love” from the ballet
“Raymonda”, with music by Russiaʼs
Alexander Glazunov. In between there will
be 13 symbolism-laden choreographies
such as “No Manʼs Land” by Liam
Scarlett, “Lacrimosa” by Gyula Pandi and
“Ashes” by Jason Kittelberger.

Russian composers including
Tchaikovsky and Rachmaninoff will also
be played. “Russian culture doesnʼt have
anything to do with (President Vladimir)
Putin, and equally Putin has nothing to do
with Russian culture,” said Putrov.
Osipova, one of the most famous Russian
dancers outside her country, declined to
be interviewed. But her presence “signi-
fies that Russia doesnʼt equal aggres-
sion”, said Putrov. Cubaʼs Javier Torres of
the Northern Ballet will perform “The
Death of a Swan” by Camille Saint-Saens.

The piece is about a paraplegic who
loses one of his limbs and “represents
fighting for what you have lost,” Torres told
AFP. “It talks about fighting to the end and
thatʼs how I wanted to interpret it,” he said,
thinking of “people who try to resist what
happens to them,” like the Ukrainians
mired in war or the Cubans who have suf-
fered under decades of US sanctions and
embargoes, and “even by the Russians”
in Soviet times.

“I have that pain, I have that anguish that
every Cuban who lives outside of Cuba
has, because we know the needs that are
experienced there,” he said. He said he has
not previously mixed art with politics, but
yesterdayʼs gala is “a humanitarian duty as
a dancer, as a human rights defender, first
as a person and then as an artist”.— AFP

French film must
be ‘more 
spectacular’ 

Franceʼs film industry needs to focus
on splashier productions to stay
ahead in the streaming era and

keep its cinemas alive, the head of
Paris-based Pathe Films told AFP. The
production company is currently having
global success with CODA, a US
remake of a French film about an aspir-
ing singer and her deaf family that is
gunning for Oscar glory later this month.

But Patheʼs major focus in the coming
months is the sort of big-budget specta-
cle it sees as vital to drawing crowds
back to the other side of its business-its
cinema chain. It has a series of tent-pole
projects that leverage some of Franceʼs
best-known characters, including
reboots of the Asterix franchise (“Asterix
& Obelix: The Middle Kingdom”) and
“The Three Musketeers” both due over
the next year.

Also in the pipeline are films about
Charles de Gaulleʼs time in wartime
London and a new version of “The
Count of Monte Cristo”. “To attract the
public, France needs films that are more
spectacular,” Patheʼs president Ardavan
Safaee told AFP in an interview at its
Paris headquarters. “The sorts of films
we created until recently-this mass of
300 films per year-that system isnʼt
viable in the long-term.”

ʻAuthenticityʼ 
Pathe has found great success abroad

with the sort of prestige dramas-
”Slumdog Millionaire”, “The Queen”,
“Selma”-that can struggle to find backing
in superhero-obsessed Hollywood.
CODA, a rare US production for the com-
pany, is doing particularly well, picking up
a string of awards. On Sunday, it won
BAFTAs in London for its screenplay and
supporting actor Troy Kotsur-the first ever
for a deaf person at those awards.

That points to one major change in
the few short years since the French
original, “La Famille Belier”, in 2014.
“The parents in the original were played
by actors who werenʼt deaf-today we
wouldnʼt do that,” Safaee said. “The
extremes of this debate arenʼt good-
actors are still actors. We also produced
Virginia Efira in ʻBenedettaʼ and she
isnʼt a nun from the 17th century,” he
added, laughing. “But using deaf actors
was important in this film. It gave it
authenticity.”—AFP

Filmmakers
rename ‘Russian 
Arm’ camera 
system ‘U-Crane’ 

Acamera system used in count-
less Hollywood films and pre-
viously known as the “Russian

Arm” has been renamed by its inven-
tors to “U-Crane” in tribute to the
country it came from. The gyro-sta-
blized crane mounted on a car roof
is used to give dynamic coverage of
car chases and stampedes, allowing
the audience to swoop alongside a
fast-driving hero. It is a staple of
action blockbusters, including the
“Fast and Furious” franchise, “Black
Widow” and pretty much anything
starring Tom Cruise.

Up until recently, the device,
developed by Kyiv-based
Filmotechnic in the 1990s, has been
known as the “Russian Arm”. But no
more. “The NEW OFFICIAL name of
Filmotechnicʼs world famous system
is now U-CRANE in honor of (its)
country of origin and their heroic fight
against Russian aggression,” the US
branch of the firm said on Instagram
last month. “The gyro stabilized
crane system was designed and built
in Ukraine by Filmotechnic and will
continue to be built in Kiev for years
to come!”

Trade magazine Variety, which
first reported the name change, said
Filmotechnic employs around 250
people in under-siege Kyiv. Kevin
Descheemaeker of Filmotechnic
USA told the title the name “Russian
Arm” had been removed in tribute to
Ukrainian film engineer and compa-
ny owner Anatoliy Kokush, and to
the companyʼs Ukrainian employees.
“I emailed our international group to
take down all the signage on our arm
cars, trucks and trailers, websites
and no longer use the hashtag #rus-
sianarm,” Descheemaeker said in a
statement.

“As a group we decided that U-
CRANE would be a more respectful
alternative and that is how the move-
ment on social media started.”
Russian forces attacked Ukraine
three weeks ago, forcing millions of
civilians to flee their homes, some
across international borders.—AFP

Geeta Devi (right), senior journalist of ‘Khabar Lahariya’ (Waves of News), interviews a woman
who she says was abandoned by her husband, while reporting in Banda district, Uttar
Pradesh state. — AFP photos

Managing editor and reporter of ‘Khabar Lahariya’ (Waves of News), speaks to village women while
reporting in Banda district, Uttar Pradesh state. 

Concrete blocks with French national motto ‘liberty, equality, fraternity’ written on it form a barri-
cade in front of the National Academic Theater of Opera and Ballet in Odessa.

A barricade is pictured in front of the National Academic Theater of Opera and Ballet in
Odessa.— AFP photos

Geeta Devi makes a video with her phone during an interview with a woman who she says
was abandoned by her husband, while reporting in Banda district, Uttar Pradesh state. 

Meera Devi, managing editor and reporter of ‘Khabar
Lahariya’ (Waves of News), watches a video on her phone in
her office in Banda district, Uttar Pradesh state. 


